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https://urbantummy.com/Kitchen/Details/5fb6b5936f526e1874497272/TasteVegan

On this site, you can find the complete menu of Taste Vegan Xiāng Wèi Sù Shí from Central Singapore.
Currently, there are 16 menus and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Taste Vegan Xiāng Wèi Sù Shí:
I love their you mian. Even the soup is good with 当归 flavour. Tried the fried egg plant and fried tofu. It was good

and there were plenty of sauces (e.g. thai sweet chilli, sambal , chili in front of the counter for you to choose. I
like how the you mian comes with a lot of greens too ! read more. The diner and its rooms are wheelchair

accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, Depending on the weather conditions,
you can also sit outside and be served. What User doesn't like about Taste Vegan Xiāng Wèi Sù Shí:

in any case not my taste! suppe ban mian, warm suppe, an oil layer, very milder crimp taste, on the sweet side.
dry ban mian, nothing but sweet and nothing. deep baked auberginen looks so beautiful but tasteless on the

outside and on the inside, must wait until it cools, then they can get this light sweet of the aubergine or they can
decide to dive it with the soss they have deep fried enoki tasteless, but chew throu... read more. The guests love
it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the Taste Vegan Xiāng Wèi

Sù Shí from Central Singapore, with its successful Asian fusion cuisine - the right mix of what you know
meets the adventurous world of fusion cuisine, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian meals.
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Salad�
MISTA

Appet�er�
FRIED TOFU

Dippin� sauc�
SWEET CHILLI

�tra�
SAMBAL

Sandwic�, Bagel�, Burger
FRIED EGG

Sauce�
MAYONNAISE

Tapa�
EGGPLANT

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

CHILI

TOFU

SPINAT
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00-20:00
Tuesday 10:00-20:00
Wednesday 10:00-20:00
Thursday 10:00-20:00
Friday 10:00-20:00
Saturday 10:00-20:00
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